Follistatin-like Protein 1 and the Ferritin/Erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate Ratio Are Potential Biomarkers for Dysregulated Gene Expression and Macrophage Activation Syndrome in Systemic Juvenile Idiopathic Arthritis
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ABSTRACT. Objective. Follistatin-like protein 1 (FSTL-1) is a secreted glycoprotein overexpressed in certain inflammatory diseases. Our objective was to correlate FSTL-1 levels with gene expression, known biomarkers, and measures of disease activity in systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis (sJIA), including macrophage activation syndrome (MAS).

Methods. FSTL-1 serum levels were measured by ELISA in 28 patients with sJIA, including 7 patients who developed MAS, and 30 healthy controls. Levels were correlated with erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR), ferritin, and soluble interleukin-2 receptor-α (sIL-2Rα). Gene expression based on FSTL-1 levels was analyzed in peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC).

Results. Serum levels of FSTL-1 were elevated at time of presentation of sJIA (mean 200.7 ng/ml) and decreased to normal (mean 133.7 ng/ml) over 24 months (p < 0.01). FSTL-1 levels were markedly elevated during acute MAS (mean 279.8 ng/ml) and decreased to normal following treatment (p < 0.001). FSTL-1 levels correlated with serum markers of inflammation, including sIL-2Rα and ferritin. Ferritin/ESR ratio was superior to ferritin, sIL-2Rα, and FSTL-1 in discriminating MAS from new-onset sJIA. PBMC from patients with FSTL-1 levels > 200 ng/ml showed altered expression of genes related to innate immunity, erythropoiesis, and natural killer cell dysfunction. Two patients with the highest FSTL-1 levels at disease onset (> 300 ng/ml) ultimately developed MAS.

Conclusion. Elevated pretreatment serum FSTL-1 levels in sJIA are associated with dysregulated gene expression suggestive of occult MAS, and may have utility in predicting progression to overt MAS. Ferritin/ESR ratio may be superior to ferritin alone in discriminating overt MAS from new-onset sJIA.
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differences among patients with sJIA have been described, with a subset of patients displaying abnormal laboratory features such as occult hemophagocytosis, elevated soluble CD163, and elevated soluble interleukin 2 receptor-α (sIL-2Rα). It has been suggested that these patients may represent a subclinical or occult MAS, in that they demonstrate some laboratory features of inflammation reminiscent of active MAS without developing overt MAS. Bone marrow findings showing frequent occult hemophagocytosis in sJIA patients without overt MAS suggest that subclinical MAS may be common in patients with sJIA. Gene expression signature distinguishing these patients with subclinical MAS was reflective of peripheral expansion of immature monomyelocytoid precursors. In some cases patients identified as having subclinical MAS developed subsequent overt MAS. Diagnosis of MAS in the setting of sJIA is challenging. A previous study analyzed the sensitivity and specificity of certain markers, especially ferritin, in the diagnosis of MAS complicating sJIA, but did not address the role of subclinical MAS in their analysis.

Follistatin-like protein 1 (FSTL-1) was initially discovered to play a role in inflammatory arthritis when it was found that the protein was highly overexpressed in mouse paws in early stages of collagen-induced arthritis. FSTL-1 was subsequently shown to upregulate the proinflammatory cytokines IL-1β, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), and IL-6. In a recent study, we measured serum and synovial fluid FSTL-1 levels in children with various forms of JIA, including oligoarticular, polyarticular, and sJIA. Only patients with sJIA whose disease was active had elevated serum FSTL-1, suggesting that FSTL-1 might be a marker of active disease in sJIA. However, the number of children with active sJIA was small (n = 5), making it difficult to draw firm conclusions. In that study, FSTL-1 was discovered to be produced in the joint space by cells of the mesenchymal lineage and to be induced by proinflammatory cytokines, especially IL-1β. We recently reported that serum FSTL-1 is also elevated in Kawasaki disease, another pediatric systemic illness characterized by elevated soluble CD163 and sIL-2Rα. Miro et al. have measured serum FSTL-1 levels in children with active sJIA and with reported cases of associated MAS.

Our present study was designed to expand on our preliminary observations to further characterize the relationship between serum FSTL-1 levels and disease activity in sJIA. We also investigated the role of other biomarkers in discriminating MAS from new-onset sJIA.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

**Patient samples.** Serum samples were obtained from 28 individual patients with sJIA over a 24-month period, including 7 who developed MAS, and 30 healthy controls. Controls were of similar age, sex, and race distribution (Table 1). Four patients had paired samples before and after treatment for MAS. Most JIA specimens and data as well as control serum samples were obtained from the biorepository at Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center (CCHMC), with additional samples and data from the pediatric rheumatology clinics at Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh of the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center. Samples obtained from CCHMC were initially obtained as part of a multicenter study of gene expression profiles in childhood arthritis. Patient samples were obtained at time of initial presentation (pretreatment) and roughly 6, 12, and 24 months after initiation of treatment. Some patients began treatment up to 2 months after initial presentation. Pretreatment samples were obtained an average of 3 months after reported onset of disease and prior to treatment. Patients were in remission after 24 months according to chart review. American College of Rheumatology response data were not collected. A total of 107 patient samples were obtained. The International League of Associations for Rheumatology diagnostic criteria were used to diagnose sJIA. MAS was diagnosed based on hyperferritinemia, relative cytopenias, and elevated soluble CD163 and sIL-2Rα. Available detail regarding MAS episodes is reviewed in Table 2. Treatment included nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (NSAID), methotrexate, anakinra, etanercept, and cyclosporine, and combinations of these medications. A majority of patients received glucocorticoids at some point in their course. Use of samples was approved by the institutional review boards of the University of Pittsburgh and CCHMC.

**Measurement of standard inflammatory markers.** Erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) was derived from the clinical record. Serum ferritin levels were measured at the Children’s Hospital of Pittsburgh Clinical Laboratory using standard techniques.

**ELISA.** For detection of serum FSTL-1, Nunc Immunomodule MaxSorp 96 Framed ELISA plates (Nalgene) were coated with 5 μg/ml polyclonal anti-FSTL1 (AF1694; R&D Systems) in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and incubated at 4°C overnight. Plates were then washed with PBS/0.05% Tween 20 and blocked for 1 h with bovine serum albumin (BSA) buffer (1% BSA and 5% sucrose in PBS). Plates were washed again, and sera diluted 1:10 in serum dilution buffer (20 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% BSA, 0.05% Tween 20; pH 7.3) were added and incubated 1 h. After washing, 2.5 μg/ml biotinylated monoclonal anti-FSTL1 (MAB1694; R&D Systems) was added for 1 h. Plates were washed again and incubated with streptavidin–horseradish peroxidase (Invitrogen) and developed with TMB peroxidase substrate (BD Biosciences). The absorbance of the plates was read at 450 nm on a microplate reader. A titration of purified FSTL-1 was used to generate a standard curve from which serum concentration of samples was calculated. Serum levels of sIL-2Rα were measured using a Quantikine ELISA kit (R&D Systems) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Gene expression analysis.** Blood samples were processed and preserved as quickly as possible to reduce processing-induced technical artifacts. RNA was prepared from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) and quality was assessed using a Bioanalyzer (Agilent) prior to labeling. For microarray analysis, labeled complementary DNA (cDNA) was synthesized from total RNA using the Ovation Biotin RNA Amplification and Labeling System (NuGen). Labeled cDNA was hybridized to the Affymetrix U133 plus 2.0 GeneChip. Data quality was assessed using standard metrics, which include assessment of positive and negative control features on the arrays. Expression values were derived using the robust multiarray average preprocessing method as implemented in GeneSpring GX 7.3 (Agilent). The gene expression data discussed here have been characterized...
deposited in the NCBI Gene Expression Omnibus (Website: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/; accession no. GSE77537). Each probe set was normalized to median expression of that probe set in the control samples. In the Affymetrix U133 plus 2.0 GeneChip, a large number of genes are represented by > 1 oligonucleotide probes set.

**Statistical analysis.** Statistical analysis was performed using Stata version 11. All reported p values are 2-sided and considered significant at p < 0.05. Non-normal data distribution was transformed by log transformation. Correlation between FSTL-1 and other variables (ESR, ferritin, and sIL2-Rα) was conducted using a linear regression approach with adjustment for potential correlation using generalized estimating equations. Significance of differential gene expression was identified by Welch’s Student t test. A 1.7-fold change cutoff was used to account for multiple comparisons because traditional multiple testing correction could not be applied with this limited number of samples. Hierarchical clustering using Pearson correlation and complete linkage was used to group genes and samples by expression pattern. Analysis of sensitivity and specificity was performed using receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) analysis.

**RESULTS**

FSTL-1 serum levels are elevated in early sJIA and decrease during treatment

To evaluate how FSTL-1 levels change during the course of treatment, serum FSTL-1 levels were measured from 28 patients with sJIA pretreatment (initial evaluation), and at about 6, 12, and 24 months after initiation of treatment. In addition, serum FSTL-1 was measured in 30 controls. Not all patients had samples available from each timepoint. Fourteen patients had pretreatment serum available. As shown in Figure 1A, mean FSTL-1 levels near time of diagnosis were elevated compared to those of controls (200.7 ng/ml vs 146.7 ng/ml, respectively; p = 0.009).

![Figure 1. A. Serum FSTL-1 levels during the course of sJIA. Sera were assayed by ELISA from sJIA patients pretreatment and 24 months after initiation of therapy and compared to matched controls. The interior line represents the median; upper and lower boundaries of the box represent the 75th and 25th percentiles; top and bottom whiskers represent the 95th and 5th percentiles. Dots represent individual values for patients’ FSTL-1. Two patients whose disease onset was with MAS were not included. B. Paired sera collected from 4 patients during and after an episode of MAS were assayed (p = 0.0096). FSTL-1: Follistatin-like protein 1; sJIA: systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis.](https://www.jrheum.org)
decreased further to 133.7 ng/ml by 24 months after initia-
tion of treatment (p = 0.0002 vs pretreatment). Notably,
while some patients had elevated FSTL-1 levels at onset, a
subset had levels that were not elevated.

**FSTL-1 serum levels are markedly elevated during MAS and decline following treatment**

We next evaluated whether FSTL-1 values varied with
presence or absence of MAS. Seven patients had onset of
MAS during the 24-month period, with 1 patient having 3
separate instances of MAS. Of these 7 patients, 4 had samples
drawn both before and after treatment for MAS. As shown in
Figure 1B, all 4 patients presenting with MAS had very high
levels of FSTL-1 (mean 279.7 ng/ml). In all cases, FSTL-1
levels returned to normal following treatment (mean 120.3
ng/ml; p = 0.0096).

**Correlation of serum FSTL-1 with inflammatory markers in patients with MAS.** To determine whether FSTL-1 might
improve the sensitivity of diagnosis of MAS, FSTL-1 levels
were compared to known markers. Serum FSTL-1 levels
were compared with ferritin, sIL-2Rα, and ESR in all
patients at all timepoints of disease as well as in patients at
onset and resolution of MAS (Figure 2). Serum FSTL-1 was
highly correlated with both sIL-2Rα (Figure 2A, 2B) and
with ferritin (Figure 2C, 2D), but correlated least well with
ESR (Figure 2E, 2F). Of the 7 patients with active MAS, 6
showed an ESR of 30 or less despite markedly elevated

---

**Figure 2.** Correlation of FSTL-1 with serum markers of inflammation in patients with sJIA, including sIL-2Rα
(A, B), ferritin (C, D), and ESR (E, F). Left-side panels represent all patient samples at all timepoints
(including MAS); right-side panels represent only the MAS subset. R values are uncorrected for presence
of correlation between dependent data; p values were corrected through generalized estimating equations.

- **FSTL-1**: Follistatin-like protein 1; **sJIA**: systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis; **MAS**: macrophage activation
  syndrome; **ESR**: erythrocyte sedimentation rate; **sIL-2Rα**: soluble interleukin-2 receptor-α.
FSTL-1 levels. The mean ESR in the MAS group was 26 mm/h, while the mean ESR in the pretreatment (sJIA presentation) group was 90 mm/h. Low ESR at onset of MAS is a well-established laboratory finding in sJIA, due to fibrinogen consumption and decreased production of fibrinogen².

The ratio of ferritin to ESR provides a strong sensitivity and specificity for differentiation of overt MAS from pretreatment sJIA.

To evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of FSTL-1 for differentiating overt MAS from new-onset sJIA, we analyzed the levels of FSTL-1, sIL-2Rα, and ferritin in our patients. Because many patients with new-onset (pretreatment) sJIA have elevated FSTL-1, ferritin, and sIL-2Rα, but nearly all patients with MAS had decreased ESR, we compared the ratio of FSTL-1, sIL-2Rα, and ferritin to ESR for patients with overt MAS and pretreatment sJIA. We performed ROC analysis for all of these and found that both ferritin/ESR ratio and sIL-2Rα/ESR ratio were strongest in discriminating active MAS from new-onset sJIA (Figure 3; sIL-2Rα/ESR is not shown, but was equivalent in area under the ROC curve to ferritin/ESR). A ferritin/ESR ratio > 80 provided statistically optimal sensitivity and specificity (100%) in our sample.
sJIA patients with high pretreatment levels of FSTL-1 show differential expression of genes related to erythrocyte precursors, innate immune function, and natural killer (NK) cell function

To determine whether markedly elevated serum FSTL-1 at disease onset might represent a subset of patients with a unique gene expression profile, PBMC gene expression was compared between patients with pretreatment FSTL-1 levels > 200 ng/ml versus < 200 ng/ml. FSTL-1 level of 200 ng/ml was selected as a division point for this analysis because it is midway between the median disease-onset FSTL-1 values for patients without MAS and the median FSTL-1 values at MAS presentation. Statistical analysis (p < 0.05 by Welch’s t test) yielded a total of 2660 significant genes, with 318 genes upregulated > 1.7-fold and 135 genes that were downregulated > 2-fold. Three clusters of differentially expressed genes are particularly notable (Figure 4): the first includes increased expression of genes related to erythropoiesis, such as rare and fetal hemoglobin variants; the second includes increased expression of a cluster of genes related to innate immune activity, such as resistin, peptidoglycan recognition protein 1, and adenomodulin, as well as a subgroup of innate immune genes that appear to be related to neutrophil and other immune cell migration/chemotaxis, including matrix metalloproteinase 9 (MMP9), lipocalin 2 (LCN2), and interleukin 8/chemokine CXC motif 8 (IL8/CXCL8); finally, a third cluster includes decreased expression of a number of genes encoding various NK cell receptors and effectors of lytic granule function, including sialic acid binding Ig-like lectin (SIGLECP3), killer cell immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR3DL1), and synaptotagmin-like 3 (SYTL3).

FSTL-1 and ferritin levels at time of presentation may have predictive value in determining disease course and risk of developing MAS

The above data suggest that patients with the highest levels of FSTL-1 prior to treatment have more severe immune dysregulation. To determine whether this correlated with disease course, we compared pretreatment FSTL-1 levels with subsequent medication requirement. We compared 3 groups of patients: those requiring NSAID alone (4 patients), those requiring methotrexate and/or biologic (anakinra or etanercept; 8 patients), and those requiring cyclosporine (2 patients). As seen in Table 3, the 2 patients who were treated with cyclosporine for MAS had the highest levels of pretreatment serum FSTL-1. That these 2 patients were treated with cyclosporine, while a single patient with pretreatment FSTL-1 < 200 ng/ml, who developed MAS at a later point, did not require as aggressive treatment, may suggest that these 2 patients had a more severe MAS. Cyclosporine therapy may serve as a proxy for severe MAS, because in patients with systemic sJIA cyclosporine is the standard therapy for MAS, while “aggressive” treatment for persistently active sJIA includes anti-IL-1 or anti-IL-6 agents. Additionally, the 3 patients who developed MAS had the highest FSTL-1 and/or ferritin levels of the cohort. Small sample size limited the ability to determine whether there was a statistical association with higher initial FSTL-1 and ferritin levels in patients requiring methotrexate or biologic therapy, compared to NSAID alone (Table 3). No correlation with other laboratory markers or clinical markers such as cumulative joint count was noted, and all patients with pretreatment sJIA had fever and evanescent rash.

DISCUSSION

Our study demonstrates that serum levels of FSTL-1 are elevated at the onset of sJIA and decline over the course of treatment. This is also, to our knowledge, the first reported association of MAS with a protein produced by cells of the mesenchymal lineage. These results support our earlier studies suggesting that FSTL-1 is a mediator of the inflammatory mechanisms that underlie arthritis, and specifically may be related to the IL-1β and innate immune pathways in sJIA.12,13,14. We have also demonstrated for the first time that FSTL-1 is elevated in MAS and reverts to normal following treatment of MAS. Notably, a subset of patients with sJIA did not have elevated FSTL-1 levels at disease onset, while elevated FSTL-1 was seen both with overt MAS and with genetic dysregulation in another subset of sJIA patients, suggesting that this subset of patients may represent a group with subclinical MAS because they share some physiologic features with overt MAS.

A strong correlation was noted between FSTL-1 and both ferritin and sIL-2Rα. Ferritin is known to be elevated, along with CD163 and sIL-2Rα, in patients with MAS.2,11. The strong correlation of FSTL-1 with sIL-2Rα is of particular interest, as this protein is known to be a strong diagnostic marker for hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis (HLH), a condition with a pathogenesis similar to that of MAS17. There are currently no well-defined biomarkers for MAS complicating sJIA. Our data suggest that other biomarkers such as ferritin and sIL-2Rα may, like FSTL-1, serve to identify those patients who have both overt MAS and new-onset sJIA with genetic dysregulation suggestive of subclinical MAS. Statistical analysis of sensitivity and specificity of these biomarkers in discriminating overt MAS from new-onset sJIA supports this hypothesis. Nevertheless, the ability of these biomarkers to discriminate patients with a greater degree of genetic dysregulation is important, given that our data suggest that these patients with the highest levels of FSTL-1 and ferritin may go on to develop MAS at a later stage. A comparison of our data with similar genetic expression profile data for ferritin suggests that FSTL-1 may be equivalent to ferritin as a marker of genetic dysregulation. The potential value of FSTL-1 as a marker that could be used in conjunction with other markers to aid in predicting patients at risk for MAS is suggested in Table 3,
Figure 4. A. Gene expression profiles from pretreatment sJIA PBMC. RNA was collected from PBMC and assayed for differentially expressed genes based on FSTL-1 serum level above or below 200 ng/ml. Gene clusters are represented on the left with approximate locations of genes. B. Schema for utility of FSTL-1 and ferritin/ESR ratio as biomarkers in sJIA. FSTL-1 and ferritin are useful as markers of patients with altered gene expression suggestive of MAS, and of active MAS. Ferritin/ESR ratio can discriminate between active MAS and subclinical MAS or sJIA alone. PBMC: peripheral blood mononuclear cells; sJIA: systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis; FSTL-1: Follistatin-like protein 1; ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate; MAS: macrophage activation syndrome; CRP: C-reactive protein.
ally, certain of these proteins, such as CXCL8, have been found to be associated with overexpression of FSTL-1, function, such as SYTL3. The dysregulation of genes suggests that this group of patients has a stronger innate immune activity promoting more active disease. Additionally, we found that patients with sJIA who have higher levels of FSTL-1 at initial presentation (> 200 ng/ml) have altered expression of a number of genes. Gene expression profiling demonstrated upregulation of genes related to processes of hemoglobin synthesis and oxygen transport and genes for rare hemoglobins, which can represent immature (nucleated) red blood cells copurifying with PBMC. Similar expression profiles were previously demonstrated in patients with sJIA and elevated serum ferritin. The upregulation of genes related to erythropoiesis may represent a response to occult hemophagocytosis, while upregulation of genes related to innate immune activity and the Toll-like receptor/IL-1R pathway suggests that this group of patients has a stronger innate immune activity promoting more active disease. Additionally, certain of these proteins, such as CXCL8, have been found to be associated with overexpression of FSTL-1, indicating a link between FSTL-1 production and overexpression of these genes. Finally, we also found that patients with pretreatment FSTL-1 levels > 200 ng/ml had decreased expression of NK cell-related proteins, including NK cell receptors and some effectors of lytic granule function, such as SYTL3. The dysregulation of genes associated with these 3 clusters — erythropoiesis, innate immunity, and NK cell function — suggests a pattern of gene expression similar to MAS. Elevated pretreatment FSTL-1 level is a novel marker of this dysregulation of gene expression in sJIA, which is difficult to discern through traditional inflammatory markers and other clinical and laboratory markers.

A second notable finding in our data was that ferritin/ESR ratio was a more robust marker of active MAS than ferritin, sIL-2Rα, or FSTL-1 alone. ESR is known to be an inverse marker of MAS because it often falls during an episode of MAS. This can give the false impression of improvement when in fact the patient is entering a dangerous clinical state. Using our data and these concepts, we were thus able to calculate a strong sensitivity and specificity with the ratio of ferritin to ESR for the differentiation of overt MAS from pretreatment sJIA. This method could be used to differentiate flares of sJIA from overt MAS. The method of using the ratio of these markers enhances specificity between MAS and pretreatment sJIA, a point at which a sizeable minority of patients will have elevated FSTL-1, ferritin, and sIL-2Rα associated with immune dysregulation, probably indicative of occult MAS. This is the first report that we know of that demonstrates strength of tests for ferritin, FSTL-1, and sIL-2Rα for development of MAS, and the first use of the ferritin/ESR ratio as a marker. While our results show a high sensitivity, specificity, and CI for the ferritin/ESR ratio, additional patient samples in a future study would be appropriate to validate this. The definition of MAS used for these patients may or may not reflect MAS as described by others using either the HLH criteria or criteria suggested by Ravelli, et al.

Table 3. Pretreatment laboratory and clinical measures in sJIA. All patients presented with quotidian fever and rash.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FSTL-1, ng/ml</th>
<th>Age, yrs</th>
<th>Cumulative Joint Count</th>
<th>WBC, 10⁹/l</th>
<th>Hgb, g/dl</th>
<th>Platelet Count, 10⁹/l</th>
<th>ESR, mm/h</th>
<th>CRP, mg/dl</th>
<th>sIL2-Rα, pg/ml</th>
<th>Ferritin, ng/ml</th>
<th>Medication Course†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>929.6</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>159</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>2684</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>175</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>&gt; 100</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>6934</td>
<td>9770</td>
<td>2††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>27.4</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>521</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>3385.6</td>
<td>869</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>176</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>519</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>177</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>27.6</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>631</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>587</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>187</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>969.6</td>
<td>1102</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>218</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>3314</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>1541</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>44.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>924</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>7413</td>
<td>4109</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>248</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>1541</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>5644</td>
<td>10200</td>
<td>3††</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>311</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>NR</td>
<td>2950</td>
<td>3††</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Average FSTL < 200 5.8 15.1 19.5 10.0 556.5 88.6 7.1 2358.6 1510.5 —
Average FSTL > 200 8.8 7.7 21.4 8.9 587.8 109.8 7.1 2358.6 1510.5 —
p value, FSTL > 200 vs < 200 0.297 0.144 0.756 0.250 0.814 0.398 0.085 0.098 0.141 —

† Medication course: 1: NSAID; 2: methotrexate/biologic; 3: cyclosporine. †† Developed MAS later in course. MAS: macrophage activation syndrome; NSAID: nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs; sJIA: systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis; FSTL-1: Follistatin-like protein 1; WBC: white blood cells; Hgb: hemoglobin; ESR: erythrocyte sedimentation rate; CRP: C-reactive protein; sIL-2Rα: soluble interleukin-2 receptor-α; NR: not recorded.
Our study is the first, to our knowledge, to demonstrate a marker for sJIA whose level prior to initiation of treatment may be predictive of subsequent need for more aggressive therapy. The observation that patients with very high levels of FSTL-1 (> 300 ng/ml) were treated with more aggressive medical therapy is supportive of this, although the retrospective design of our study and the small sample size limit a definitive conclusion. Recent changes in the understanding of sJIA as a heterogeneous syndrome rather than a single disease have been suggested. The heterogeneity in genetic expression and treatment course in patients with elevated FSTL-1 may suggest that these patients represent a subgroup of sJIA, and that patients with sJIA present in at least 2 subgroups — patients with and those without subclinical MAS. We present a schema for this heterogeneity in Figure 4B.

A caveat to our study is that FSTL-1 is not specific for sJIA and FSTL-1 is not intended as a specific marker for sJIA. FSTL-1 is elevated in sepsis (data not shown), and has also been found to be elevated in patients with Kawasaki disease who developed coronary aneurysms, and in patients with neonatal onset multisystem inflammatory disease with increased arthropathy (unpublished data). In this regard, FSTL-1 appears to be a nonspecific, highly sensitive marker of severity in inflammatory disease. Like many other markers and mediators of disease, such as rheumatoid factor, FSTL-1 can be elevated in multiple conditions including infection, and levels must be interpreted in the correct clinical setting. We did not attempt to use FSTL-1 levels to differentiate MAS from sepsis, because severe sepsis and systemic inflammatory response syndrome share many laboratory and biochemical features with MAS, including elevated ferritin, sIL-2Rα, hemophagocytosis, and NK cell dysfunction, and may be phenotypes of a similar inflammatory process. A second caveat to our study is the condition of the data we reviewed. Our data were collected as part of a study from a series of patients from several hospitals, and FSTL-1, ferritin, and sIL-2Rα were measured from stored serum. At some timepoints serum was not available, and complete medical records from each patient were not available at all timepoints. Finally, definitive conclusions regarding the use of these markers are limited by small sample size, and our results need to be confirmed in larger prospective studies.
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